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The Plover
Rovers
Scott Xavi Gudrich explains
how bringing together marine
professionals and coastal residents
increases ocean literacy.

T

he UN Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable
Development puts a strong emphasis on
communication and education. It aims to foster
a participative and transformative process to ensure
that ocean science will deliver tangible benefits for
marine and coastal ecosystems as well as for human
society. The empowerment of local communities plays
a central role in this vision. By taking the needs of
coastal communities into consideration and fostering
a culture of dialogue in science and policy (rather than
a traditional top-down knowledge-deficit approach),
citizens are supposed to feel invited to actively shape
their natural and intellectual environment rather than
feel that they are being subjected to random decisions
made by far-away policy-makers and scientists who are
unaware of local issues and needs.
For this participative vision to become reality, it is
imperative that the marine scientific community
come together to raise ocean literacy among coastal
communities in order to enable them to take an active
part in these transformative processes.
ENABLING COMMUNICATION
To empower local communities to do just that, I founded
the marine science communication charity the Plover
Rovers in April 2020. By bringing together the scientific
and professional marine community with coastal
communities all along the English coast, our Talking
the Coast project will increase ocean literacy and play
a part in the urgently needed transformation of our
relationship with our seas and coasts to benefit people
and nature, thereby addressing Challenge 10 of the UN
Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development.
We aim to improve access to marine science and
conservation, especially for people who would not
normally engage with science and/or conservation
activities, thus hopefully diversifying the marine science
community of the future.
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We want to cultivate an understanding and appreciation
for the role the ocean plays in all our lives. As the coast
is the gateway to the ocean, coastal communities are
intrinsically linked to both sea and land. Increasing
knowledge of the marine and coastal environments
means that communities will be better suited to face
the sea and act as catalysts for transformative change,
so that coastal communities can be part of the solution.
One of our volunteers, when asked why she believed that
working with coastal communities was key to achieving
the SDGs and the aims of the UN Ocean Decade, replied:
‘Communities that border the oceans are on the front
line of society and change – they should be equipped
to use their local knowledge and understanding of the
coastal environment to inspire change in others and raise
awareness of current issues.’ We want our work to be part
of the UN Ocean Decade’s formulated goal of shifting
peoples’ values towards a more sustainable interaction
with the ocean and turning local communities into
ambassadors for their seas and coasts. This ambitious
goal of a value shift, a ‘deep’ leverage point for systemic
change,1 must be underpinned by a huge concerted effort
by the marine community to empower local people to
take ownership of their coasts and seas and develop a
sense of stewardship (in the sense of activism-based
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planetary stewardship2). As another of our volunteers
pointed out: ‘Marine communities know their local
area best – both for social needs and environmental
changes. To not put them in the focus as a catalyst
of change wouldn’t result in successful solutions and
futures – these communities are the frontier that can
help or hinder initiatives to improve ocean health.’
With the Plover Rovers, we want to add our grain of sand by
making marine science more accessible to a broad segment
of society. We strongly believe in the power of positive
messaging, of giving people a sense of empowerment
and purpose rather than scaring them into apathy with
doom-and-gloom messages.3 We also recognise, that ocean
literacy is much more than just knowledge and that the
concept should also encompass awareness, attitude,
communication, behaviour and activism.4
THE FOUR-LEVEL APPROACH
Communicating on the subject of the ocean in ways
that enhance and increase awareness, concern and
connection, and ultimately foster positive behaviours
requires an understanding of how different people and
communities think about, and value, the ocean.5 We
want to focus on understanding what people’s current
values are and to then explore how these can be used

to develop effective communication around pressing
coastal and marine issues. To achieve this, we use a
four-level approach to enhancing ocean literacy:

emotional reconnection with the natural world is an
obvious necessity if we want to successfully work for
transformative behaviour change on a societal level.7

1. Science communication: present relevant science
with a focus on active dialogue between participating
scientists and members of coastal communities,
rather than top-down knowledge transfer. We take
the view that the situation around Covid-19, which
likely will not allow for large groups to congregate
this summer, is an opportunity to foster a more
personal connection between local citizens and
scientists, bringing them together on a level playing
field, enabling person-to-person conversations that
are potentially transformative for both sides.

3. Activism: we collaborate with local organisations to
provide people with options for local engagement.
As stated above, we believe knowledge should not be
separated from activism and we therefore want our
events to double as volunteer recruitment for locally
active community groups. This direct pathway from
an informative setting to active engagement will
help consolidate the acquired theoretical knowledge
and build a sustained connection with the natural
environment.

2. Art and emotion: we collaborate with artists to provide
an additional, more emotive access to the topic,
making our events interesting to an audience beyond
the usual bracket of the academic white middle class.
We believe that art can aid science communication
by providing both an active and immersive way of
discovering nature. It can also enhance emotional
connectivity with the natural world. While there is
still a need to better understand the role of emotions
in decision-making and behaviour, 6 a large-scale

4. Heritage and storytelling: we will collect stories
from local people to explore and understand their
connection to the sea, their concerns, hopes and visions,
acknowledging that we need to understand how our
audiences connect with a particular topic, place or
issue in order to deliver science communication that
can elicit behaviour change.8 This active listening
approach is key to achieving the UN Ocean Decade’s
goal of ‘identifying and overcoming barriers to
behaviour change required for a step change in
humanity’s relationship with the ocean’.
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Walker-Talkers and bring their relevant exciting research
into coastal communities all along the English coast. If
you would like to volunteer for this initiative, please
get in touch.
Scott Xavi Gudrich is a marine environmental scientist with
a background in classics, linguistics and punk rock. Passionate
about science communication and transdisciplinary work, he is
the founder and director of the marine science communication
charity the Plover Rovers. He lives with his Latin-obsessed
husband and three cats in Hampshire.
plover.rovers@gmail.com
@PloverRovers
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Figure 1. The Plover Rovers volunteers are dedicated to increasing ocean literacy along the English coast and beyond.


CURRENT PROJECTS
Our project is deeply committed to creativity, to a
transdisciplinary approach to science communication
and to inclusiveness. Our charity is shaped by our
volunteers, many of them young, early career marine
scientists, who are invited to contribute their vision to
our mission (see Figure 1). I would like to mention just
four projects we are currently working on to illustrate
the four-level approach mentioned above. Firstly, an
example of a physical event designed to raise awareness
of a local stretch of coastline. In front of the Portbury
Wharf Nature Reserve (and between Portishead and
the Port of Bristol) lies a small salt marsh that often
goes unnoticed. We are teaming up with the Friends of
Portbury Wharf Nature Reserve and local artists to create
a digital pack about the salt marsh with some accessible
scientific background information on the important
ecosystem services provided by the marsh. We are also
hosting an interactive event for the local community
with art workshops and two scientific talks, one on the
local geology and one on salt marsh ecosystem services.
Secondly, in the sphere of heritage and storytelling,
we are cooperating with an artist and seagull rehabber
on the Gull Tales project, which is designed to explore
and improve human–gull relationships along the
English coast.
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Thirdly, one of our immersive art projects is a bespoke
coastal-themed choir piece (currently being arranged for
us) that we will make available to choirs that can either
perform it at one of our events, be it physical or online,
or just sing it for their own enjoyment. We believe that
the positive power of singing, of feeling the musical
vibrations in one’s own body, creates a positive emotional
bond with the natural world one is singing about and
envisioning while performing the piece.
Fourthly, in our ‘Talking the Coast’ project, we aim to
include groups that would not normally have easy access
to such events to help them to create new pathways of
integration by giving them a voice. One such group
we want to focus on are refugees. Our storytelling
project, My Coast – Your Coast – Our Seas, focuses on
the narrative that the sea is the big connector between
us all, rather than being a divide, and that marine and
coastal issues are similar across the world, so the route
to their solutions knows no country boundaries. We are
looking for refugees who come from a coastal region and
would like to talk about what life is like by the coast in
their home country. Refugees and local people will find
common ground through this shared coastal narrative.
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We are still looking for members of the marine/coastal
scientific community to join us on this journey as
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